THE INTERNATIONAL AIR & SPACE HALL OF FAME
AT THE SAN DIEGO AIR & SPACE MUSEUM

Legends of Flight

HALL OF FAME CELEBRATION

THURSDAY • DECEMBER 10, 2020

PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE EVENING
2020 VIRTUAL CELEBRATION

SINCE ITS INCEPTION IN 1963, the San Diego Air & Space Museum’s International Air & Space Hall of Fame has honored more than 200 of the world’s most significant aviation pilots, crews, visionaries, inventors, aerospace engineers, businessmen, designers and space pioneers. They are celebrated for their significant contributions to the advancement of mankind in the fields of air and space. They highlight the importance of technology and innovation. We also commemorate the endurance of our adventurous exploring spirit to accept great risk in the pursuit of increased knowledge and scientific advances to benefit mankind. Our Hall of Fame represents San Diego’s commemoration of those many greats, who throughout history have made significant differences and whose contributions are worthy of special recognition. To San Diego, and visitors from around the world, thank you for joining us at the San Diego Air & Space Museum’s International Air & Space Hall of Fame Celebration.
BARBARA BARRETT
American businesswoman, attorney, and diplomat serving as the current United States Secretary of the Air Force. She is an instrument-rated pilot and cattle and bison rancher. As the 25th Secretary of the Air Force, Barrett leads the affairs of the Department of the Air Force, comprising the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Space Force. She also is the former chair of the Aerospace Corporation and a member on the boards of California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, RAND Corporation, Smithsonian Institution, Horatio Alger Association of Distinguished Americans, and the Lasker Foundation.

TAMMIE JO SHULTS
Retired pilot for Southwest Airlines. Among the first female fighter pilots in the U.S. Navy. Praised for her quick-thinking and calm demeanor under pressure during an emergency landing that saved 149 passengers at Philadelphia International Airport. While in the United States Navy in 1985, served as an instructor pilot flying the F/A 18 Hornet and EA-6B Prowler, eventually achieving the rank of lieutenant commander.
HALL OF FAME PRESENTING SPONSOR

2020 International Air & Space Hall of Fame Ceremony Presented by “Your Organization’s Name”
(only five available)

Opportunities Include:

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Opportunity to share a message on the broadcast via a special ‘billboard’ display
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Press Release announcing your partnership with the Hall of Fame
- Website Presence for One Year
- Four digital copies of the Hall of Fame Portrait Artwork
- Five, Two-Persons Life Memberships to the San Diego Air & Space Museum (value of $10,000)
- Fifty, one-year annual memberships for you to distribute
- Three, behind-the-scenes VIP tours for up to 20 people each time
- Five thumb/flash drives with the Event Video
- 30 Second Advertisement spot in the Ceremony video
- Four Tickets to the 2021 ‘live’ International Air & Space Gala/Dinner
- 10 Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of...(value of $2,000) - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$20,000
HALL OF FAME LEGACY SPONSOR
(only ten available)

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Opportunity to share a message on the broadcast via a special ‘billboard’ display
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Press Release announcing your partnership with the Hall of Fame
- Website Presence for One Year
- Two digital copies of the Hall of Fame Portrait Artwork
- Three, Two-Persons Life Memberships to the San Diego Air & Space Museum (value of $6,000)
- Twenty-Five, one-year annual memberships for you to distribute
- Two, behind-the-scenes VIP tours for up to 20 people each time
- Two thumb/flash drives with the Event Video
- 15 Second Advertisement spot in the Ceremony video
- Two Tickets to the 2021 ‘live’ International Air & Space Gala/Dinner
- Eight Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of... (value of $1,600) - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$10,000

YOUR SUPPORT BENEFITS THE MUSEUM’S YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS
HALL OF FAME ASTRONAUT SPONSOR
(only ten available)

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Opportunity to share a message on the broadcast via a special ‘billboard’ display
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Press Release announcing your partnership with the Hall of Fame
- Website Presence for One Year
- Two Life Memberships to the San Diego Air & Space Museum (value of $2,000)
- 10, one-year annual memberships for you to distribute
- One, behind-the-scenes VIP tours for up to 20 people each time
- One thumb/flash drives with the Event Video
- 15 Second Advertisement spot in the Ceremony video
- Two Tickets to the 2021 ‘live’ International Air & Space Gala/Dinner
- Six Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of…(value of $1,200) - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$5,000

YOUR SUPPORT BENEFITS THE MUSEUM’S YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS
HALL OF FAME ASSOCIATE SPONSOR

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Opportunity to share a message on the broadcast via a special ‘billboard’ display
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Press Release announcing your partnership with the Hall of Fame
- Website Presence for One Year
- Five, one-year annual memberships for you to distribute
- One, behind-the-scenes VIP tours for up to 10 people each time
- Two Tickets to the 2021 ‘live’ International Air & Space Gala/Dinner
- Four Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of... (value = $800) - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$2,500

YOUR SUPPORT BENEFITS THE MUSEUM’S YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS
HALL OF FAME PARTNERING SPONSOR

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Website Presence for One Year
- Three, one-year annual memberships for you to distribute
- One, behind-the-scenes VIP tours for up to 10 people each time
- Two Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of...additional $200 - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$1,000
HALL OF FAME CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR

- Company/Your Name/Logo displayed on Opening ‘billboard’ and Verbal Acknowledgement by the MC on the virtual Award Ceremony broadcast
- Company/Your Name/Logo intermittently displayed throughout the evening
- Website Presence for One Year
- One, one-year annual membership
- One Gala VIP Prepared Special Entertainment Food Packages Available for pick-up only at the Museum the day of...additional $200 - (additional VIP Food Packages at $200 per)

$500

YOUR SUPPORT BENEFITS THE MUSEUM’S YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Air & Space Hall of Fame Celebration.

Joining us at the San Diego Air & Space Museum's International Air & Space Hall of Fame Celebration, and visitors from around the world, thank you for your service and whose contributions are worthy of special recognition. To everyone who throughout history have made significant differences in science, technology, and scientific advances to benefit mankind. Our Hall of Fame is an effort to accept great risk in the pursuit of increased knowledge and understanding. We also strive to commemorate the endurance of our adventurous exploring spirit to accept great risk in the pursuit of increased knowledge and understanding. We also honor the contributions of our Hall of Fame inductees. They are celebrated for their significant contributions to the world of aviation and space.

The International Air & Space Hall of Fame has honored more than 200 of the world's most significant figures in aviation and space exploration.

THE INTERNATIONAL AIR & SPACE HALL OF FAME
(Honorees Inducted into the World's Most Distinguished Hall of Fame)

AIAA
AOPA
Atlas Rocket Program
Edward E. "Buzz" Aldrin
William M. Allen
William A. Anders
Bud Anderson
Oleg K. Antovov
Apollo 9 Crew
Apollo 16 Crew
Apollo-Soyuz Crew
Neil A. Armstrong
Henry H. Arnold
John L. Atwood
Bernt Balchen
Alan Bean
Olive A. Beech
Walter H. Beech
Lawrence D. Bell
Fran Bera
Daniel Bernoulli
Dr. John R. Beyster
Jeff Bezos
William A. Bishop
Clyde V. Cessna
William "Bill" Chana
Octave Chanute
Juan de la Cierva
Joseph Clark
Coast Guard Aviation
Sir Alan J. Cobham
Jacqueline Cochran
Dr. Vance D. Coffman
Elizabeth "Bessie" Coleman
Jerry Coleman
Michael Collins
Concorde Test Pilots
Corporate Angel Network/ACN
Bob Crandall
A. Scott Crossfield
Walter Cunningham
Glenn H. Curtiss
John R. Dailey
Marcel Dassault
Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.
James H. Doolittle, Jr.
Claude Dornier
Donald W. Douglas
Lord Hugh C. Dowding
Hudson B. Drake
Hugh L. Dryden
AA & EAA Young Eagles
Ira C. Eaker
Amelia Earhart
Sir George Edwards
Kraft A. Ehrcke
Jacob C. Ellehammer
Joe Henry Engle
Henri Farman
Robert George "Bob" Ferry
Frank W. Fink
Reuben H. Fleet
Henrich Focke
Anthony H.G. Fokker
Harrison Ford
Steven Fossett
Kenneth Giles Friedkin
William "Jack" Frye
Fitzhugh "Fitz" Fulton
Yuni A. Gagarin
Joan Sullivan Garrett
Ivan Getting
Bill Gibbs
The Guilded
Robert J. Gilliland
Robert R. Gilruth
John H. Glenn, Jr.
Robert H. Goddard
George W. Goddard
ER-Golden Eagles Flight Team
Dick Gordon, Capt., USN, Ret.
Leroy R. Grumman
Lt. Col. David Hamilton & Pathfinder Pilots
Sir Handley-Page
Lt. Col. David Hamilton & Pathfinder Pilots
Sir Handley-Page
Geoffrey de Havilland
Edward H. Heinemann
Ernst Heinkel
John Herrington
Stanley Hiller, Jr.
Baron Hilton
Robert "Bob" Hoover
Howard R. Hughes
Sergey V. Ilyushin
Irwin Jacobs
Elrey B. Jeppesen
Clarence L. Johnson
Samuel Robert Johnson
Hugo Junkers
Charles H. Kaman
Herbert D. Kelleher
James H. Kindelberger
John & Martha King
Sir Kingsford-Smith
Sergey Korolyov
Clay Lacy
Isaac M. Ladd
Dean "Diz" Laird
William P. Lear
Curtis E. LeMay
Anthony W. LeVier
Dr. Robert H. Liebeck
Charles A. Lindbergh
Edwin A. Link, Jr.
Alexander M. Lippisch
Lockheed Brothers
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works
Grover Loening
James A. Lovell, Jr.
John A. Macready
Marine Corps Aviation
Sir James Martin
Glenn L. Martin
Christa McAuliffe
James S. McDonnell
Dan McKinnon
Willi E. Messerschmitt
Artysti M. Mikoyan
Robert Mitchell
William E. Mitchell
Reginald J. Mitchell
Marc A. Mitscher
Montgolfier Brothers
John J. Montgomery
Alan Roger Mulally
Dale Myers
Naval Aviation
NASA's Mission Control
NASA's Space Shuttle
NBA
General Lloyd W. "Fig" Newton - USAF
The Ninety-Nines (99s)
John H. Towers
General Lloyd W. "Fig" Newton - USAF
The Ninety-Nines (99s)
Non-Skeds
John K. Northrop
Hermann Oberth
Ellen Ochoa
Hans J.P. von Ohain
Orbis International Flying Eye Hospital
Frank W. Pace (GA-ASI)
William Patterson
Piccard Brothers
William H. Pickering
William T. Piper
Spinos "Steve" Pianos
Planes of Fame
Tom Poberezny
Paul H. Poberezny
Wiley H. Post
Ludwig Prandtl
James Raisbeck
Red Bull Stratos Project
Robert C. Reeves
Baron von Richthofen
Edward Rickenbacker
Dr. Sally Ride
Cliff Robertson
Dr. S. Harry Robertson, III
Si Robin
Frank Robinson
Frederick H. Ruhr
Richard Rutan
Elbert L. "Burt" Rutan
T. Claude Ryan
Albert Santos-Dumont
Roger A. Schaufele
Walter M. "Wally" Schirra, Jr.
Edgar Schmeed
Alan B. Shepard, Jr.
The Short Brothers
Igor I. Sikorsky
Cyrus K. Smith
Frederick W. Smith
Sir Thomas Sopwith
Carl A. Spatz
Lawrence B. Sperry
Katherine Stinson
Louise M. Thaden
Brad Tilden
Top Gun
John H. Towers
Frederick Mackay "Trap" Trapnell
Hugh M. Tremend
Juan T. Trippe
K. Tsiolkovsky
Sean Tucker
Andrei Tupolev
Tukskee Airmen
US Airways Flight 1549
Sir Alliot Verdon-Roe
Chance Vought
Ray Wagner
Patty Wagstaff
Women Airforce Service Pilots
Waldo D. Waterman
WD-40 Multi-Use Product & Company
Bob Wilson
Richard T. Whitcomb
Bruce N. Whitman
Peggy Whitson
Sir Frank Whittle
Al Worden
The Wright Brothers
Charles E. Yeager
John W. Young
Walter J. Zable
Ferdinand von Zeppelin
Partnerships & Additional Information

Monica Hall
619.234.8291 x111
mhall@sdasm.org

SDASM Board of Directors

Mark Larson
(Chairman)

Tyson McDowell
(Vice Chairman)

Jeffrey Ackley
(Treasurer)

James Petranoff
(Secretary)

Alan Baca
Charles Brandes
Brian Cochran
Hudson Drake
Peter De Silva
Andrew Dumke
John Faron
Martin Garrick
Buzz Gibbs
Robert Gilliland, Jr
Grayson Grove
Steven Hamerslag
Michael Herman
David Hickson
Edward Hughes
Alan Johnson
Dr. Mort Jorgensen
Brian Keating

Victoria Lakers
Richard Lareau
Dr. Perry Mansfield
Dylan Matzinger
Corky Mizer
Rich Pickett
Ramin Pourteymour
Evelyn Ramseier
Robert Redd
Dr. Dennis Scharer
Ivor Shier
Chuck Spielman
Tom Sudberry
Caleb Taylor
Dr. Michael Templeton
Subha Townsend
Norman Walker

San Diego Air & Space Museum

2001 Pan American Plaza
San Diego, CA 92101
619.234.8291
sandiegoairandspace.org/celebration

California’s “Official Air & Space Museum and Education Center”